The design and build leader in concrete fencing for substations and municipalities.
Security is a beautiful thing. With Superior Concrete products, you can get the absolute best screening walls in the world — made in the USA — and designed to maintain the aesthetics of your environment along with the property they’re protecting.

Since 1986, our full-service manufacturing and construction company has provided a complete range of NPCA-Certified precast concrete building systems. With cost-effective solutions, creativity, attention to detail, and the best precast wall designs in the business. Superior Concrete manufactures and installs screening walls, perimeter fences, retaining walls, sound barriers, highway walls, and more. Each product is created to look and feel like stone, brick, stucco or wood — blending into their surroundings naturally, and proving, that real beauty can last a lifetime.
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KEEP YOUR POWER PROTECTED WITH SUPERIOR SECURITY FEATURES

Protect the future of your city by protecting its power source with a fence that's strong enough to stand the test of time, while blending into the architecture of its community.

With Superior Concrete Fences, your substation is surrounded by security, 24/7. Our precast fencing can be built up to 30-feet high with the option of galvanized steel barbed wire to ward off intruders. And our stylish gates open and close easily, providing convenient access for employees and management.

Gates Available
Superior Concrete precast fencing can incorporate various styles of gates into your perimeter.

Barbed Wire Security
Galvanized steel barbed wire can provide high security for substations and an effective deterrent against intrusion.

Perimeter Height
Superior Concrete precast fencing can be engineered to a height of 30' to meet additional security threats.

Ballistics Protection
Superior Concrete precast fencing can be engineered with ballistics protection for high threat areas.
A FENCE THAT LOOKS SO GOOD NOBODY WILL NOTICE IT

We believe that strong is beautiful. That’s why all of our concrete products are designed to enhance the natural aesthetics of their environments, while protecting substations with the highest security features available in the world.

With Superior Concrete Products, you’re combining design with safety to complement the natural landscape.

Real World Appeal
Superior Concrete precast fencing provides the natural look of wood, brick, stone or stucco along with many other visually appealing textures.

Mirrored Textures
Superior Concrete precast fencing incorporates our unique, natural looking texture on both sides of the precast fence.

CONCRETE IS BEAUTIFUL

Environmental Aesthetics
The visual texture produced by Superior Concrete Products allows fencing to blend seamlessly into the environment — much like a beautiful piece of architecture.
HEIGHT OPTIONS

Our fences can be built up to 30-feet high to maintain privacy and protection, but most substation fences are 8’ to 12’ in height.

CREATING PRIVACY THAT BLENDS INTO THE LANDSCAPE

A function of a solid screening wall is two-fold: It keeps your property protected and it creates privacy for the owner and the facility. With Superior Concrete Products, we offer a third benefit — a fence that blends into the landscape so seamlessly that it often goes unnoticed.

Whether our fence is part of an existing landscape, adjacent to a busy road, or in the center of a rural location, not getting noticed is our greatest compliment. Because blending into the scenery while protecting your property makes Superior Concrete a smart investment for your community.
REDUCING NOISE POLLUTION
SOUNDS GOOD

In our busy and hectic world, silence is golden. Reducing noise pollution is just another way Superior Concrete Products add to the quality of life in your community.

Our precast fences are constructed and engineered to meet local wind loads in each individual location. This creates a barrier between the sounds of traffic and the homes nearby. Our precast screening walls reduce noise when installed close to roadways, buildings, and homes.

Protection + Security = Peace Of Mind.
WE IMPROVE YOUR PROPERTY VALUES

Don't just build a fence to protect your substation, create a piece of architecture that adds value to your community. With Superior Concrete Products, we can enhance the look of homes in a neighborhood by turning a substation into another beautiful piece of the landscape, while maintaining the architectural integrity of the homes surrounding it.
WE’VE GOT JUST YOUR SIZE

Large or small, short or tall, each Superior Concrete fence is built to your specific standards and qualifications. Our precast fences and screens can be constructed up to 30-feet tall, keeping your substation secure and property values high. And we get the job done without bringing large, loud, or invasive machinery into your community. Our teams of highly qualified experts design your precast wall quickly and efficiently. So the next time you turn around, you won’t see a substation, you’ll see a new part of the community that’ll be here for generations to come.
THE BEST GATES:
AN OPEN AND CLOSED CASE

Make access to your substation simple and secure with a gate from Superior Concrete Products. Our gates complement your specially designed fence and give designated personnel quick access to the substation for regular maintenance or emergencies. Choose from a variety of gates that seamlessly blend form and function to create another layer of security and beauty in your community.
INSTALLATION THAT’S EASY ON THE COMMUNITY

Precast concrete fences aren’t only beautiful, they’re also a lot easier to install than other fences. That means a Superior Concrete screening wall can be constructed quickly, quietly, and easily — without bringing large, invasive pieces of machinery into your community.

Unique Benefits
- The look of wood, brick, stucco or stone with the same texture on both sides
- Superior strength, security, and the lifetime durability of concrete
- Modular units are easy to move and expand
- Functional in all climates and impervious to termites
- Can’t rot or easily burn
- Architecturally can be designed with wrought iron, gates, and masonry columns
- Effective barrier against sound and wind
- Guarantees privacy
- Get the color right, with 12 integral standard colors available
- 5-year limited warranty

Technical Information
- Integrated color and concrete are mixed and attain a minimum strength of 5,000 PSI at 28 days
- Steel reinforced posts, panels, caps and rails. Rebar conforms to ASTM 615, grade 60
- I-Beam shaped posts are installed in concrete post hole piers. Typically 5’-0” to 7’-9” on center
- Post footing depth varies with local codes, soil conditions, wind load and fence height
- Foundations: Site specific geo-technical information is used for each design
SUPERIOR CONCRETE PRODUCTS PROVIDE COMPLETE TURNKEY SERVICE

• Engineering
• Permitting
• Manufacturing
• Nationwide Installation
• National Precast Concrete Certified Factory
• 5-Year Warranty
• Cost Effective Design and Technology
WHEREVER A PRECAST FENCE GOES UP
WE'RE THERE

Secure. Efficient. And always, Superior.
Visit ConcreteFence.com
Call (800) 942-9255